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Challenges of energy security, low carbon transitions, and electricity network constraints have led to a shift to new, efficient technologies for household energy services. Studies of such technological innovations usually focus on consumer information and changes in behaviour to realise their full potential. We suggest that regarding such technologies in existing energy provision systems opens up questions concerning how and why such interventions are delivered. We argue that we must understand the ways by which energy systems are co-constituted through the habits and expectations of households, their technologies and appliances, alongside arrangements associated with large-scale socio-technical infrastructures. Drawing on research with air-source-to-water heat pumps (ASWHP), installed as part of a large trans-disciplinary, utility-led research and demonstration project in the north of England, we investigate how energy services provision and everyday practice shapes new technologies uptake, and how such technologies mediate and reconfigure relations between users, providers and infrastructure networks. While the installation of ASWHP has led to role differentiation through which energy services are provided, the space for new forms of co-provision to emerge is limited by existing commitments to delivering energy services. Simultaneously, new forms of interdependency emerge between users, providers and intermediaries through sites of installation, instruction, repair and feedback. We find that although new technologies do lead to the rearrangement of practices, this is often disrupted by obduracy in the conventions and habits around domestic heating and hot water practices that have been established in relation to existing systems of provision. Rather being simply a matter of increasing levels of knowledge in order to ensure that such technologies are adopted efficiently and effectively, our paper demonstrates how systemic arrangements of energy provision and everyday practice are co-implicated in socio-technical innovation by changing the nature of energy supply and use.
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Introduction

The United Kingdom, alongside other European countries has set ambitious long-term CO\textsubscript{2} reduction and renewable energy targets, which have become key drivers in shaping energy policy. The UK government aims to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 80% from 1990 levels by 2050, with implications for energy supply and demand. Increasing renewable sources of energy is a key element of the UK strategy. Future projections of carbon emission savings rely on widespread uptake of a range of low carbon energy sources (DECC, 2013) including small scale, low and zero carbon micro-generation heat technologies (HM Government, 2009; EST, 2007). Heat pumps are a key technology for delivering low-carbon heating (DECC, 2011; Spiers et al., 2010). European Union policy encourages the wider uptake of heat pumps by including them in a list of renewable technologies designed to meet national obligations to increase the percentage of heat generated from renewable sources (EU, 2009). For the UK this entails a shift away from dependence on ubiquitous gas powered domestic central heating to technologies powered by new forms of low carbon electricity. However, there are uncertainties over how this new electricity system can be realised, and how consumers might relate to unfamiliar heating technologies. Current understanding of how novel low carbon thermal technologies become integrated into homes is limited (Wrapson & Devine-Wright, 2014).

This study aims to increase understanding of how low carbon heating technologies are accommodated within the household and how heating practices might change to realise policy objectives. Further understanding this process requires examining how provision and use of energy services through domestic practices are co-constituted and assessing their potential for change. Elements of provision and of practices vary across countries and sometimes regions within countries. Here we draw on initial findings from the Customer Led Network Revolution (CLNR) project, an industry-led and regulator-funded trans-disciplinary project located in the north east of England involving qualitative research conducted among participants recently fitted with an air-source-to-water heat pump (ASWHP).

This paper argues for a perspective that unites all elements of energy production, distribution and consumption under the single concept of a system of provision. We explore an example provided by empirical research on heat pump installations in social housing, an emerging market and focus of activity. We illustrate the dynamics entailed in a whole systems approach by exploring the ways that ASWHP installations in existing housing schemes open up the order of energy provision and consumption, creating and closing down spaces for alternative modes of consumption based on the co-provision of services on the one hand and reconstituting interdependencies between users, providers and systems on the other. These dynamics of co-provision and interdependence respond to alterations at different points in the system. We focus on changes that occur through technological innovation in the form of ASWHPs, and the ensuing adaptation of practices in which they constitute a material element (Shove et al., 2012: 32). We also consider the wider perspective and how its formation is reconfigured or reinforced.

An overview of the main domestic heating technologies in the UK is followed by a summary of the factors underlying adoption and diffusion of heat pumps, and review of previous studies on retrofitting heat pumps in existing housing. The second section of the paper outlines how
implementation of low carbon technologies in domestic spaces is positioned to meet UK objectives to achieve a decarbonised energy system and how such innovations are conceived in technical and social terms. In the third section, we introduce the project and our methods. The fourth section of the paper considers how ASWHPs might reconfigure and reinforce systems of energy provision. In section five we examine the extent to which ASWHPs are ‘domesticated’ within practices, and conclude by reflecting on the implications of our findings.

The Context: Heating Systems in the UK
Around 20.5 million dwellings in the UK (90% of the housing stock) have central heating as their main heating system, 1.6 million dwellings (7%) have storage heaters, and 0.7 million dwellings (3%) have room heaters. In 2011, the proportion of households using gas for their central heating was 91%, with less than 1% solid fuel, just 2% electricity, and oil 4% (DECC, 2013a). Wet-based gas central heating dominates space and water heating, in the main areas in which gas is available (Hoggett et al., 2011). Direct electric heating or night storage technologies are also reasonably prevalent, with households in remote locations less likely to have access to gas than those in urban areas (DCLG, 2013). Some households make use of coal, wood and other solid fuels to provide heating services. Modes of operation of ASWHPs differ from these conventional heating systems (Table 1). Thus, for many UK households, ASWHPs represent a changed experience of heating provision that demand new skills (Gram-Hanssen et al., 2012; Heiskanen et al., 2014).

In the UK, heat pump technologies are closely tied to the synchronous development of smart grids and de-carbonisation. In this context, government policy identifies ground and air source heat pumps as a means to reduce carbon intensive technologies for space heating (e.g. BERR, 2008; DECC, 2011; HM Government, 2009) though their adoption lags behind mainland Europe and North America, with the uptake of ASHP particularly sluggish (Singh et al., 2010). Financial support for the installation of heat pumps is available from the government to homeowners and landlords through the Renewable Heat Incentive, launched April 2014 (DECC, 2013b), replacing the Renewable Heat Premium Payment (RHPP), and promoted by quasi government intuitions such as the Energy Saving Trust.

Uptake of Heat Pumps
Different authors highlight different ‘factors’ to explain the uptake of heat pumps in a particular context (e.g. Fawcett, 2011; IEA, 2010; NERA & AEA, 2009; Singh et al., 2010). These include: climate, government policy on energy and environmental issues, energy prices, availability of competing energy sources, electricity supply and generation characteristics, housing characteristics, history, geography and geology. The market penetration of heat pumps in the UK remains small. Heat pumps providing both space and water heating are most popular (Roy et al., 2008), with the majority located in new residential buildings and in dwellings without mains gas (EST, 2010). This ostensibly makes optimum gains in domestic energy efficiency by replacing electrical heating systems.

Given the large stock of older, thermally inefficient dwellings, the UK retrofit market presents significant potential and challenges. Limitations to the widespread adoption of ASWHPs identified in previous studies are: initial capital costs (compared to common alternatives), underperformance, technical difficulties, preferences for other familiar and reliable technologies, inertia, a small-scale and fragmented heat pump
## Table 1. Comparison of main UK domestic heating and principles of use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heating system/fuel source</th>
<th>Infrastructure system</th>
<th>Mode of operation</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>Piped direct to houses on gas grid</td>
<td>High running temperatures</td>
<td>Programmable thermostatic/timer control – suitable for intermittent heating</td>
<td>Rapid response Control of individual radiators using Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRV)</td>
<td>Dependent on access to gas supply network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric night storage</td>
<td>Uses off-peak electricity (Economy 7 or Economy 10 tariff)</td>
<td>Heat is stored in ceramic bricks and released gradually during the day</td>
<td>Individual control Manual control/adjustment</td>
<td>Supplementary heating may be required Dry heat Economic, if operated correctly (off-peak, cheaper electricity)</td>
<td>Limited control over level of heat and when it is dissipated Increase in airborne dust when using fan to circulate heat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct electric</td>
<td>Requires input of mains electricity</td>
<td>Delivers localised heat</td>
<td>Individual control Manual control/adjustment</td>
<td>Responsive Provides cosy ‘glow’/focal point</td>
<td>Manual operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>On site oil storage tank required</td>
<td>High running temperatures</td>
<td>Same controls as for gas heating</td>
<td>Rapid response Suitable for intermittent heating</td>
<td>Requires pre-ordering and delivery of oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid fuel e.g. coal, wood</td>
<td>On-site storage required</td>
<td>Burning coal, wood, biomass in open fire, solid/multi fuel heater</td>
<td>Lack of thermostatic/timer control</td>
<td>Provides cosy ‘glow’/focal point</td>
<td>Requires pre-ordering and delivery of fuel ‘Dusty’ Requires effort/less convenient than other forms of heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASWHP</td>
<td>Requires input of mains electricity</td>
<td>Lower operating temperature than gas or oil fired central heating</td>
<td>Programmable thermostatic/timer control Uns suited to individual control of radiators using TRV</td>
<td>High efficiency, if designed, installed and operated correctly</td>
<td>Efficiency depends on correct set up e.g. supply temperature Not suitable for fast heat up Requires longer running periods than gas/oil systems to achieve equivalent level of comfort Noise during operation of fan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
installer industry, skill deficits, and other institutional barriers (Bergman, 2013; Caird et al., 2012; Element Energy & NERA, 2011; EST, 2010; Fawcett, 2011; Hoggett et al., 2011; Pither & Doyle, 2005). Installing heat pumps in existing dwellings requires the retrofit of energy efficiency measures, and the transition to a low temperature heat distribution system, which could be both costly and disruptive to install in an existing property—particularly where underfloor heating is required (Fawcett, 2011). ASWHPs are smaller and cheaper, with lower installation costs than GSHPs, and better suited for the retrofit market. The focus of this paper is on retrofitting ASWHPs in social housing as an emerging market segment. Social housing accounts for 5 million dwellings, or 18 per cent of the UK housing stock (ONS, 2014). Social housing providers are installing heat pumps to reduce heating bills (Bergman, 2013). However, several studies and reports on householder experiences (e.g. EST, 2010; Hoggett et al., 2011; Stockton, 2011) identify problems around installation and use of ASWHPs, particularly amongst social housing tenants.

Table 2. Heat pump retrofit studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UK studies</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Units/participants</th>
<th>Heat distribution system/DHW</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pither &amp; Doyle UK</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>GSHP (56) ASWHP (1)</td>
<td>57 units in 7 case study projects, of which 35 are retrofit Social housing tenants (54) Owner-occupiers (2)</td>
<td>Survey (18 resp.) of which 16 social housing tenants, and 2 owner occupiers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Saving Trust &amp; Scottish Government UK</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>GSHP (22) ASWHP (34) Social housing tenants (56) Owner-occupiers (31)</td>
<td>Various configurations, mainly DHW and radiators for space heating</td>
<td>Daily diaries, survey (75 resp.) and telephone interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Saving Trust (Phase 1) UK</td>
<td>2008–2010</td>
<td>GSHP (54) ASWHP (29) Mixed: Owner-occupiers and social housing tenants (83)</td>
<td>Heating (21% UFH; 14% Mixed; 64% radiators) and DHW (73%)</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boait et al. UK</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Social housing GSHP (10)</td>
<td>DHW and radiators</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford &amp; Lilley UK</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Social housing GSHP (10)</td>
<td>DHW and radiators</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring (10) and social/behavioural investigations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caird et al. UK</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Owner-occupiers (48) Social housing tenants (30)</td>
<td>Various configurations, mainly DHW and radiators (36); DHW and underfloor heating (17)</td>
<td>In depth user survey (78 resp.); focus group with social housing tenants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen et al. UK</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ASWHP (12) Owner-occupiers (12)</td>
<td>Space heating (not specified) and DHW</td>
<td>Interviews with: owner-occupiers (6); programme managers (2); surveyors/installers (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Saving Trust (Phase 2) UK [1]</td>
<td>2010–2012</td>
<td>Mixed: Owner-occupiers and social housing tenants (44)</td>
<td>Various configurations, mainly space heating and DHW (33)</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring Face to face and telephone interviews (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Units/participants</td>
<td>Heat distribution system/DHW</td>
<td>Method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other European studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAWA, Switzerland</td>
<td>1996–2003</td>
<td>221 (existing 40%) [1]</td>
<td>Space heating (54% UFH) and 50% DHW [1]</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring; survey [2, 3, 4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New and existing buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenlund &amp; Axell, SPTRI, Sweden</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>GSHP (5)</td>
<td>Space heating and DHW</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring (5 dwellings); survey (251 resp.); interviews (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lahr, Germany</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>ASHP (12)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSHP (13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvari Finland</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ASHP (78)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ et al. Fraunhofer ISE Germany</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ASHP (36)</td>
<td>Heating (3% UFH; 26% Mixed; 71% radiators) and DHW (100%)</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring [2, 5, 7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSHP (36)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedersen et al. Danish Technological Institute Denmark</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ASHP (12)</td>
<td>Heating (16 % UFH; 70% Mixed; 14% radiators) and DHW (100%)</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GSHP (138)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gram-Hanssen, Christenson &amp; Petersen Denmark</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>ASHP (481) Owner-occupiers</td>
<td>Space heating and cooling</td>
<td>Survey (481 resp.); electricity consumption data (180 households); face-to-face interviews (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPEMO Austria, France, Germany, Greece, Netherlands, Sweden</td>
<td>2009–2012</td>
<td>ASHP, ASWHP, GSHP (52)</td>
<td>Space heating and DHW</td>
<td>Detailed monitoring (44) of new and existing dwellings [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winther &amp; Wilhite Norway</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>ASHP (22) ASWHP (2) GSHP (4) Owner-occupiers (27 Tenants (1))</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Face-to-face interviews (28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a risk of heat pumps not delivering expected energy or carbon savings (Bergman, 2013; Caird et al., 2012; Fawcett, 2011; Wrapson & Devine-Wright, 2014). A further concern is that electrification of heating (and use of heat pumps for summer cooling) will contribute to increases in residential electricity demands, putting additional strains on distribution networks (Element Energy & NERA, 2011; Hoggett et al., 2011; Skiers et al., 2010).

**Heat Pumps in Existing Housing: Performance**

This section reviews available published studies on retrofitting heat pumps in existing domestic dwellings (summarised in Table 2). Many studies focus on monitoring efficiency and technical factors affecting performance (e.g. Boait et al., 2011; EST, 2010). There is little available information on householders’ experiences and practices of using heat pumps, despite users’ affecting heat pump efficiency (DECC, 2013c; Miara et al., 2013; Stafford & Lilley, 2012). The main UK evidence comes from the Energy Savings Trust (EST, 2010, 2013) and Caird et al. (2012), the largest UK heat pump study and comprised of both owner-occupiers and social housing tenants. The study by Owen et al. (2012) includes interviews with 12 owner-occupiers, of which five participants were retired, and three households had significant health problems. The remaining UK studies in Table 2 are predominantly concerned with social housing. It was not possible to determine tenure in all other European studies. Previous studies (Caird et al., 2012; Pither & Doyle, 2005) indicate that social housing residents were more dissatisfied with their heat pump systems than private householders, particularly with regard to running costs, technical support and comparison with their previous heating system. In the survey by Pither & Doyle (2005), 33% of respondents gave the highest score for effectiveness of heating. However, 17% rated heating as average and 2 participants gave a very low score. Provision of hot water rated more highly than heating. Forty per cent of occupants thought more instructions were needed, and 34% thought that heat pumps were too expensive to run. These findings are also reflected in a study published by DECC (2013b). Although the survey by Caird et al. (2012) found that most users were satisfied with the reliability, heating, hot water, and comfort provided by their system, significant differences were observed in efficiency between owner-occupied dwellings and social housing. Owner-occupiers’ greater satisfaction with space heating (79% satisfied) and comfort (91% satisfied) compared to social housing residents (67% and 71% satisfied), is attributed to interaction between differences in the systems, dwellings and users at the private and social housing sites. Higher system efficiencies were associated with greater user understanding of their heat pump system, and how users operate the system.

Concerns remain about whether ASWHPs potential can be realised, especially in the extent to which inefficient installation and use of heat pumps can reduce performance (EST, 2010; Fawcett, 2011). Empirical investigation shows that performance of domestic heat pumps varies considerably across installations, with ASHPs rarely achieving maximal design efficiency. The UK’s largest independent field trial on heat pump technology, which monitored 83 heat pumps in residential properties for 12 months, found the coefficient of performance (COP) \(^1\) ranged between 1.2 and 3.3. The average system efficiency of GSHP was 2.39, and the average for ASWHP was 1.82, lower than in other European studies (for example, Christensen et al., 2011), with most of the installed systems
not reaching the estimated benchmark for ‘renewable energy’ (Staffell et al., 2015: 116). This study demonstrates the complex range of interacting variables affecting performance, including UK weather conditions, installation and commissioning practices, and customer behaviour. Many householders had difficulty understanding their heat pump operating instructions (EST, 2010). Previous studies indicate that potential energy efficiency gains may be compromised by householders’ use of heat pumps: a study of Danish dwellings, (Gram-Hanssen et al., 2012) concludes that expected reductions in electricity consumption are only partially achieved in real life settings. Similar findings were reported in a recent study of 28 Norwegian households (Wither & Wilhite, 2014), confirming the findings of the UK EST trials—that energy efficiency gains may be compromised not only by the design and installation of heat pumps, but by their use.

**Linking Provision and Practice**

A *systems of provision* perspective recognises the relationship between providers of energy services, the consumers of those services, and infrastructures (Chappells et al., 2000); and comprises the assemblage of institutions, agencies, material elements, mechanisms, and practices that might enable the transformation of energy systems to reduce CO₂ emissions.

We suggest that examination of the current discrepancy between uptake and government targets for the expansion of domestic heat pumps in the UK moves away from conceptualising the fate of innovations as lying in the hands of an individual consumer and engages with the ways production and consumption of energy co-evolve and are mediated through the work of everyday practice. Relations between the provision of energy services and the practices through which they are enrolled are critical for understanding how a new technology such as heat pumps is embraced, sidelined or contested within the home.

Whilst the dynamics of these relations exist at multiple levels and involve multiple actors, the research reported here envisages the socio-technology of heat pumps largely through the eyes of new adopters and defines the energy services they receive as combined with everyday household practices, leading to what van Vliet (2012: 263) describes as ‘a practice-inclusive perspective’ of energy systems, including infrastructure networks. The relationship between wider systems and the household is conceptualised by Schatzchi (2015: 15) as ‘bundles of practices and material arrangements,’ the latter being ‘collections of people, artefacts, organisms and things that are linked by such matter as contiguity, causality and physical connections.’ Electricity networks are organised around connections that physically link consumers to providers (Southerton et al., 2004). Viewed in this way, the ASWHP becomes the *intermediate* physical connection linking the electricity network and household practices of thermal comfort, cleanliness and airing.

The systems of provision perspective challenges the conventional conceptualisation of infrastructure networks as mostly represented in linear and straightforward terms, where resources are captured, generated, and supplied to meet consumer demands. Spaargaren (2011: 816) notes that although householders are ‘being served’ by utility companies, householders in turn can be said to ‘serve’ energy systems by reproducing their specific socio-technical regimes (Geels, 2004) for the provision to householders. Rather than being linked through a functional, unidirectional relationship, the providers and consumers
of services are dynamically connected in ways that co-produce the system (Shove & Walker, 2010; Southerton et al., 2004). From this perspective, the habits and expectations of households, and the technologies and objects they use interact with and mutually shape each other, along with arrangements associated with large-scale socio-technical systems (Sofoulis & Williams, 2008). In this manner, the production and consumption of services are linked through distinct ‘systems of provision’, which encompass different resources, providers, consumers and mediating technologies that interact and are structured through the ‘connective tissue’ of ‘infrastructures and regulatory arrangements’ (van Vliet et al., 2005: 116). The reordering of provision and re-arrangement of social practices such as is required for the adoption of heat pumps for domestic heat and hot water in the UK involves renewal, reconfiguration and contestation at a number of different levels.

The concept of domestication is regarded as useful in offering insight into how technologies are integrated into households, where integration is described as involving processes of negotiation with the technology, and as encompassing stages of adaptation and use (Aune, 2001; Juntunen, 2012). In understanding possible changes that take place in relation to the technology, Aune (2001: 8) suggests that the wider system may be as important as the use of the device. To understand the nature and extent of the domestication of ASWHPs, we consider the interrelation between current systems of provision, interventions, and integration with household practices.

Re-Ordering of Provision

In the linear model of large technical systems energy companies often enjoy monopolistic and hence hegemonic positions in the market place, leading them to adopt what Strengers (2013: 123) describes as a utilitarian position, promoting a reality where household energy requirements are solely determined and controlled by individual home appliance owners. Whereas in the heralded future of disaggregated co-provision and smart energy appliances digital savvy, home-owning householders are invited to hand over control of electricity use to distributors and suppliers under the guise of greater efficiency and time-saving convenience. Neither of these images yet reflects the average UK heat pump user, who is currently most likely a tenant in social housing (Fawcett, 2011).

Nevertheless, control and operation of a heat pump positions the user as participating in the provision of their own energy services and redefines their consumer role from ‘captive consumer’ associated with a previous universal mode of service in multiple ways (van Vliet et al., 2005; Walker & Cass, 2007), creating new possibilities for users not only to unwittingly collaborate in the reproduction of energy systems but to act as ‘co-providers’ of energy services. Consumers turned ‘co-providers’ are able to generate some of their own technological and institutional services (van Vliet et al., 2005: 49). In the UK, as elsewhere, the deployment and uptake of low carbon energy technologies within households are serving to create the basis for the emergence of alternative modes of consumption, generating requirements for renegotiation of new forms of interdependency between service providers, users and systems (van Vliet et al., 2005). Such renegotiations may involve users seeking to break away from their roles as ‘captive’ consumers, but may also involve establishing new forms of dependency on a widening range of service providers. For example, research in Harlow Park, a sustainable housing development in Liverpool, found that even simple tasks required negotiation with housing
providers, with the consequence that consumers are 'locked' into relationships of dependency (van Vliet et al., 2005: 85).

Furthermore, adjustments to new systems of provision introduced by social intermediaries such as landlords may be welcomed or resisted as an imposition. In the latter case disengagement means features of the new system of provision are rejected. In terms of domestication, people need time to understand and engage with new technologies and their ability to do so is often influenced by their experience with older, familiar appliances and systems of provision (Haddon, 2006). Faced with innovation in provision the same user might compare the new to the familiar favourably in some respects and unfavourably in others, depending on adjustments to elements and linkages within social practices like achieving thermal comfort or personal care regimes.

Heat pumps are acknowledged as not the easiest or most likely technology for invention, even though modifying heat pumps after installation has been observed elsewhere (Hyysalo et al., 2013).

**Re-Arrangement of Practices**

Rather than being a matter of individual behaviour, energy provision and use is shaped by the practices that constitute everyday life (Shove et al., 2012). Understanding energy using a practice theoretical approach means attending to the ways that consumption is configured in mundane activities and how everyday life is conducted, from cooking, washing, providing care, keeping warm or cool and so on. Practices are achieved through routinized (types) of behaviour which consists of several elements, interconnected to one another: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities, “things” and their use, a background knowledge in the form of understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational knowledge (Reckwitz, 2002: 249).

Conceived as the interconnection of interdependent elements in possession of their own logics and dynamics, practices persist and evolve as new elements are inserted or taken up. Significantly, the emphasis within practice theories is on the importance of artefacts and technologies as essential to practices (Shove et al., 2012). However, the focus in most materially-oriented practice accounts remains on the role of discrete objects, artefacts and technologies rather than wider infrastructure arrangements (Strengers & Maller, 2012).

Understanding how the ‘roll out’ of domestic ASWHPs is undertaken, its effects and the focus on technologies within practice theories has two important implications. First, technologies such as ASWHP do not figure in isolation but are constitutive of systems of provision as well as practice (Spaargaren, 2011). Second, there is a need to develop understanding of what constitutes the material components of practice, away from a focus on individual objects to material arrangements in order to engage with the ways in which practices intersect with systems of provision.

Institutional actors support new systems of provision through various means (Schatzki, 2015), which in the case of ASWHPs in the UK, includes government-sponsored agencies such as The Energy Saving Trust, and a range of initiatives to encourage consumers to invest in microgeneration, including The Low Carbon Buildings Programme (LCBP); the Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT); the Green Deal; and, most recently, the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI). To overcome reported design, installation
and commissioning problems, an installers’ certification scheme (MCS) was introduced for microgeneration in 2008, and specification of minimum technical competences, along with incorporation of minimum standards in the building regulations for low-carbon energy sources (DCLG, 2014).

Institutional actors inject certain expectations into the altered systems of provision that require the reconfiguration of domestic practices to follow trajectories towards particular outcomes. Inclusion of heat pumps in the UK government’s Renewable Heat Incentive scheme is part of wider ambitions to reconfigure socio-technical practices and reduce GHG emissions. But this requires the adaptation of domestic practices towards ‘appropriate’ usage of heat pumps in ways that prevent consumers frequently using booster options or turning to supplementary heating. These elements of household practice can bring unintended consequences by increasing energy consumption and compromising the intentions of policy intervention. Heat pumps operate at optimum efficiency when their low level heat production is distributed continuously via under floor heating or radiators with surfaces greater than those commonly used with gas boilers. Switching to uninterrupted use contrasts with the ‘blasts’ of heat experienced when gas boilers fire up or electric storage heaters peak and fade and can be disconcerting for users and requires the establishment of new routines. Failure to adjust other elements of practice around the use of heat or hot water can result in inefficiencies in the new system of provision and loss of intended gains.

New technologies, user roles, forms of know-how, design, operation and so on serve to re-work existing forms of practice in ways that cannot always be anticipated to serve particular ends. In what follows, we explore the ways that ASWHPs generate openings for new forms of energy provision and consumption, whilst at the same time creating and closing down spaces for alternative modes of consumption based on the co-provision of services on the one hand and reconstituting interdependencies between users, providers and systems on the other. We consider how these dynamics of co-provision and interdependence are mediated through everyday practices of comfort, cleanliness and airing, demonstrating that it is in the interrelation between current systems of provision, interventions, and practice that enables understanding of the nature and extent of the domestication of ASWHPs. Before turning to these issues, we first introduce the research project from which this analysis is drawn and the methodologies that were employed.

The Customer Led Network Revolution (CLNR) Project and Methodology

The core objectives of the project include understanding current and likely future energy demand and examining the potential for fostering customer flexibility within the domestic and SME sectors. In order to address these objectives, and in line with the socio-technical approach adopted, the CLNR project is designed around a number of ‘test cells’ each of which entails a different combination of households, SMEs, low carbon technologies, tariffs, smart meters and/or monitoring equipment. Overall, the project involves the participation of over 12,600 energy customers, with the majority forming a control group that includes 8,900 domestic customers, all of which have smart meters from which half-hourly energy consumption data is recorded. The remaining customers are participating in various experimental trials and technology-specific ‘control’ studies. Understanding
why some household practices may adapt to the electrical landscapes created and why others remain unchanged and how these varying responses intersect will contribute to knowledge of the co-construction of electricity systems and practices.

Methodology
This paper draws on qualitative interviews and home energy tours conducted with 18 households recruited from the 378 domestic customers involved in the ASWHP trial who agreed to participate in a home interview with researchers. Each of the households with an ASWHP has advanced monitoring that relays electricity consumption to the supplier every ten minutes but no other form of intervention. Participants with ASWHP were contacted directly by one of the research team, using information provided by the energy retailer, which had previously identified households that were willing to participate. The semi-structured interviews focused on building rapport with the participant while discussing their energy use in general terms. These conversations included information about occupancy, major electrical loads, heating regimes, washing and cooking practices, thoughts and feelings about electricity use, seasonality and other temporal factors as well as experiences of and responses to new technologies. Interviews were focused on two clusters within the regional network: social housing tenants in South Tyneside and County Durham. Social housing landlords had installed loft and wall insulation, where feasible, and retrofitted an ASWHP at no cost to the tenants. Interview participants had lived with the ASWHP for between 6–12 months, including the winter months. Interviews were conducted between January and March 2013.

In South Tyneside ASWHPs replaced electric night storage heaters, gas-ducted air and solid fuel/ back boilers, funded through the Renewable Heat Premium Payment, Carbon Emissions Reduction Target (CERT), Community Energy Saving Programme (CESP), and British Gas. Installation of the air-to-water system, which distributes heat via a wet central heating system, took place following engagement with tenants of interwar housing in a suburban location, which included individual surveys, an invitation to attend a meeting at a local community centre, and visits to a fully operational Show Home so tenants could see an unfamiliar technology installed and experience its effects in an almost identical domestic setting. The refusal rate amongst tenants was reportedly low, mainly limited to cases of ill-health. (South Tyneside Homes, 2012)

In rural County Durham, 24 ASWHP were fitted in a social housing retirement development of terraced one bedroom, single story dwellings. The properties were built between 1900–1910, and previously supplied by a communal gas boiler that provided piped hot water and heating to all the homes in the complex. As a result of these contexts, it should be noted that the participants from whom evidence is drawn, are representative of older and more vulnerable households. The majority are retired or semi-retired, living in small (1 or 2 bedroom) properties.

Interviews typically lasted 60 to 90 minutes, including home tour, and were digitally recorded. Household details, audio recordings, photographs, and drawings were collected with participants’ consent, and analysed together with field notes and interviewers’ reflections. A qualitative data analysis (QDA) software package, NVivo 9, was used to organise and thematically code data.

Below, we explore some of our initial findings and analysis related to the ways in which ASWHPs have come to intervene in the energy provision system, and
implications for household routines and practices.

ASWHPs in Social Housing and Provision of Energy Services

The Legacy of Existing Systems
Adoption and use may be influenced by initial contacts between users and the technology, as suggested by Owen et al., (2012), however, discussions with our participants revealed the importance of the legacy of existing heating systems in shaping the ways people related to the introduction of the ASWHP, an aspect acknowledged as significant by Owen et al. (2012) and Juntunen (2014). Participants with a communal system of heating and hot water reported that it was ‘tip top’ (Male tenant, DC031) and they ‘never had no problems’ (Male tenant, DC035). In contrast, participants who had lived with electric storage heating systems, regarded ASWHPs as a considerable improvement to dependence on various expensive forms of electrically produced heat:

‘You had no heat. They [storage heaters] were supposed to stay warm all day but they were cold by 11 o’clock so you were freezing. I had to use the electric fire all the time... but now I hardly ever use it... Well, I was putting £35 to 40 a week on with the storage radiators but now I’m putting £20 on now. I couldn’t have afforded the other. It was terrible’. (Female tenant, ST004)

‘You had no control over them [...] when I come in [from work] in the evening, the place was cold. They only have bricks with a heating element, so once they switch off at 7 o’clock [in the morning] they start cooling down, so by the time I’m getting here in at 7-8 o’clock [in the evening] or whatever, the place was cold and I can’t do anything. I can’t turn the heating on cause they won’t switch on again until midnight, and I’ve got no control.’ (Male tenant, ST011)

Among those who had managed to control their night-storage heating system, the ASWHP was initially resisted, but where participants had felt unable to achieve the kinds of thermal comfort they required the possibility of improvement was greatly welcomed; not least because it seemed to offer a new means to control their energy services either by reducing dependence on and cost of portable electrical heaters or because of the perceived challenge of controlling the pre-existing system. Optimising the performance of the ASWHP requires users to adopt different patterns of energy use based on its continual, low-level provision (Cantor, 2011). Users’ expectations and practices are critical in shaping how the system is operated. For some, existing daily routines over-rode the system imperatives, and users played an active role in reshaping the technology to their needs:

‘When I’m working shifts what I normally do when I go out first thing in the morning I’ll switch it off completely. [...] so then put it on auto for 5 o’clock, or if it gets too cold, like the last few weeks, I’ll just come in and put it on.’ (Male tenant, ST011)

For others, the ASWHP necessitated a new mode of operation and patterns of use surrounding domestic space heating and hot water. Householders with electric night storage were familiar with the Economy 7 tariff and this enabled understanding that the ASWHP heated water during the early hours of the morning. However, some were advised they could not continue the
cheaper nighttime tariff for the AHSP, which led to confusion.

‘We try not to have the water and the heating on together because it pulls too much, so the water comes on on a morning then it goes off for a little while. It’s not that it’s expensive, it’s just my husband being careful. If you’ve got heating and hot water on the water doesn’t heat up as much [...] so we just don’t put the heating on.’ (Couple, ST010)

For many, the demands of active participation in the provision of energy services seemed too great. Some had tried and failed to ensure that the ASWHP provided the energy services they required. Several had concerns about whether running the system all day—technically the most efficient usage—would incur additional costs (see also Owen et al., 2012). Others sought to distance themselves from the technology, fearing their actions may lead to the breakdown of the system and loss of heating and hot water.

‘That’s the control which I do NOT touch. I operate it from the thermostat.’ (Female tenant, ST005)

‘I don’t let anybody touch anything. I don’t want to know. As long as it’s working, I don’t want to know.’ (Female tenant, ST009)

In these cases, co-provision of energy services is not celebrated, but resisted, ignored or feared. This may reflect the social and demographic make-up of the sample of participants, and their position as tenants in social housing over which they may traditionally have held little sway. At the same time, they also reflect the process of installation and instruction that participants experienced, as suggested by

![Figure 1(a). Hot water boost (top) and main control with handwritten instruction to leave in set positions (below)](image1a)

![Figure 1(b). Thermostat control](image1b)
Owen et al. (2012). Many participants found the system operating instructions difficult to grasp and the controls made little sense. Recounting the advice received from the social housing provider on re-setting the system, householders remained confused:

‘If it goes off and needs reset... Switch it off from the inside, then switch it off from the outside. Give it a couple of minutes then switch it back on from the outside first, then come in and switch it on from the inside. And that should re-set it. [...] The people I am asking information off I don’t think they are fully aware with it being a new system and that. [...] I’m not sure whether they know that much about it.’ (Male tenant, ST011)

Despite that, at the time of interview, most householders reached a point where they were able to operate the system at a basic level using the up and down arrows on the thermostat (Figure 1[b]), but they stuck to the programme set initially on installation:

‘They just put it in and I’ve left it as it was [...] I wouldn’t know what to do. That’s the only trouble. They didn’t really tell you much about anything.’ (Female tenant, ST004)

A few more technically literate had changed the programme settings to suit their own preferences or understandings, however, even the more competent had some difficulty with the technical information supplied, as illustrated by the comments from a recently retired electrical engineer:

‘I wasn’t happy with the times they had set. So I tried to set the timer myself. So eventually I got there. Reading the book over and over and over again.’ (Male tenant, ST008)

Others found they had poor grasp of how the system operated and what to do, particularly outside of normal operating conditions:

‘The red light starts flashing and I just do not know why. And I think, ‘Oh God there’s something wrong.’ Nobody told me that the light would go flashing red, you know. When you don’t know, naturally I am the age that I worry.’ (Female tenant, ST009)

These responses echo the findings of the wider UK EST trial by judging the operations and controls of their ASWHP systems as ‘baffling’; a fact that is notable in comparison to a Danish study where references to the intricacies of using the technology do not feature, despite respondents being ‘in general older and less affluent than the rest of the population’ (Gram-Hanssen et al., 2012: 265). This suggests that how installation and instruction are undertaken is critical in shaping the initial reception of ASWHPs and the extent to which users become willing participants (Owen et al., 2012). It also echoes the finding that the scope for autonomy, which in turn appears to shape the extent to which users are able to reconsider their roles as passive consumers and engage in forms of co-provision, is shaped by the degree providers are willing to delegate responsibilities or instead import their own notions of ‘sustainable living’ through interventions (van Vliet et al., 2005). Through these means, the deployment of ASWHPs appears caught in an uneasy tension between new patterns of energy use and modes of operation required from users on the one hand and the continued focus on consumers as passive recipients of energy services on the other.
Creation of New Interdependencies

The negotiation over what it entails to be an operator and user of ASWHPs, between household members, users and providers, and various agents also requires a reworking of interdependencies across the system of energy service provision. Such forms of negotiation and interdependence were visible when the ASWHP failed or required some form of technical intervention. Users, puzzled by the control and operation of the system, turn to a range of trusted providers for support but often found they too had limited understanding of the system and effective solutions:

‘Got the plumber in and the plumber looked and says, “I don’t know anything about this system” and he’s gone. Why didn’t they train these people? [...] I’m still worried about that [leak from the tank].’ (Male tenant, ST010)

‘He [housing maintenance officer] was here about an hour and a half. They hadn’t been trained. He didn’t know what to do. He felt awful. I got all the brochures out, he looked through them and studied them, he went out the back. He didn’t know what [...] so he got onto his boss. [...] Then [the installer] come out on the Monday [...] so I’d had no hot water and heating since Friday. The [IT engineer] had turned the electric off and hadn’t put it back on... I was having to boil a kettle to have a wash [...] It was like the 1920s.’ (Female tenant, ST006)

While households could marshal different coping mechanisms, several reported that the breakdown of the system, both technically and in terms of the usual means through which energy services were provided, repaired and restored, led to significant disruption:

‘A lot of people still do not understand the heat system... I was without heat for a week. I don’t know. It just went off. It just didn’t work. And I was freezing, absolutely freezing.’ (Female tenant, ST005)

‘I had three air source heat pumps put in. The first two were no good. I was without heating for a month... They were broken when they were first put it. [...] It was February/March, so it was pretty cold.’ (Female tenant, ST004)

Users of ASWHPs became dependent on a new constellation of providers. Social landlords and utility companies were reliant on manufactures and specialist repair services that were misaligned in the management and repair of this particular technological innovation. At the same time, providers and installers regarded users as critical to effective operation of the system to deliver energy services. Users were also dependent on others to determine the success or otherwise of the technology. Having lived with the ASWHP for several months, many householders remained uncertain about the performance of the ASWHP:

‘[We] still really don’t know if we’re saving anything. We’ve got this wireless system in that sends information to [electricity retailer] but we haven’t had any reports back or anything like that.’ (Male tenant, ST010)

The interview data indicates that householders do not ‘actively’ manage electricity consumption or read their electricity meter regularly, but continue to rely on their electricity provider to provide this information through periodic, usually quarterly, billing. For most householders interviewed, consumption is evaluated
based on cost, not kWh used. Energy pricing is not straightforward, with some energy suppliers exacting a standing charge (a fixed daily charge), along with different unit rates for peak and off-peak electricity depending on the tariff, so difficult to calculate. Even where householders monitor electricity consumption, most do not understand how the system works, and are unlikely to know how to optimise their ASWHP for most efficient operation (Boait et al., 2011; Caird et al., 2012).

Far from being a straightforward installation of a technological device, this analysis demonstrates how the intervention of ASWHPs in existing systems of provision entails the reworking of the roles of providers, users and intermediaries from relatively stable positions to a more differentiated system where roles are multiple and dynamic, subject to contestation and resistance. The processes of installation, instruction, repair and feedback provide some of the sites in which this negotiation occurs, whereby new forms of interdependency are realised and negotiated, providing one explanation as to why other studies (e.g. Owen et al., 2012) have found that the initial encounters with ASWHPs are critical to their ‘social lives’ in households (Bauman, 2013). The ways that systems of provision are (re)aligned, enable role differentiation, and create space for co-provision appears critical for understanding how and why ASWHPs are and are not able to realise their potential. These processes are conditioned through the ways heating and hot water are used within household practices, which in turn serve to provide the means through which ASWHPs become domesticated, taken up or left out of the provision and use of energy.

**Domesticating AWSHP: The Re-Arrangement of Existing Routines and Practices**

Pantzar (1997: 65) argues technological systems exist only ‘in and through’ their reproduction in micro-social interactions, inferring that the household is a fruitful location for understanding processes of technological domestication. Reflecting on the concept and ‘process’ of domestication outlined earlier, and drawing on interviews with users, we consider the extent to which ASWHPs are integrated within practices of comfort, cleanliness, drying laundry and so on.

Here we consider how householders might adapt familiar patterns of interaction surrounding previous systems of provision to assemble new routines associated with ASWHP. As indicated in Table 1, ASWHP creates a strikingly different resource for practices relating to thermal comfort, when compared with other forms of heating. UK householders in our study who converted from gas-fired central heating tended to conceptualise the newly installed ASWHP as a boiler, anticipating a similarly rapid response only to find discrepancies between cooler running radiator temperatures produced by an ASWHP and higher running temperatures of boiler fired radiators (cf. Owens et al., 2012). Comparison with the old system of provision can lead to resistance to the new, which may be perceived as failing to meet established standards of performance.

‘The radiators never get hot... When I first set the timer. I’m getting up half past six and they’re freezing cold. It takes an hour for the pump to run to get them warmed up.’ (Male tenant, ST008)

In the UK these notions of thermal comfort–rapid response and high running temperatures–are linked to expectations
of uninterruptable supplies of hot water in order to meet what have become incontrovertible conventions of cleanliness for bodies, clothes and homes (Chappells & Shove, 2004). In recent decades, the development and dissemination of gas or oil fired hot water central heating systems facilitated on-tap hot water for bathing, laundering or washing dishes. The affordances offered by this co-evolution of hot water and heating services fostered assumptions that cleanliness regimes are ideally carried out in thermally ‘comfortable’ homes: creating a perfect circle of energy consumption associated with relatively cheap and plentiful North Sea gas (Brinkley & Mcllveen, 2010). ASWHPs challenge these widespread assumptions and related practices by prompting novel meanings and actions that may be adopted with more or less certainty. Some changes to practices were observed: for example in our study where dwellings previously had electric night storage heating, the main change noted after installation of ASWHP occurred around using supplementary heating. Some people gladly abandoned supplementary heat sources. However, householders retained an electric heater with a flame effect for the cosy ‘glow,’ and because it acted as a ‘focal point’—valued features that the ASWHP could not provide. It also served as back-up in case of technical failure. Others adopted caution towards sole dependence on ASWHP and even considered reverting to supplementary heating.

Figure 2. Air source to water heat pump external unit, South Tyneside, showing new elements being fitted into the existing physical external space. This example indicates how integration between the old and the new extends beyond the immediate energy related practices such as heating, washing and ventilation, to other activities such as gardening.
Strathern (1994: vii) defines domestication as ‘the manner in which people convert things to ends of their own’. Viewed like this the newly installed ASWHP can be understood as a focus for negotiating new and unfamiliar practices within the everyday dynamics of household relations. These processes of technological transition, however innovative, ‘work on what is already there, what already gives shape to people’s lives’ (Strathern 1994: vi). Hence take-up of ASWHPs in the UK is bound to understandings and know-how associated with currently dominant space heating regimes, so people who move from gas boiler to ASWHP have to acclimatise to lacking instant availability of heating and to lower ambient temperatures.

‘The radiators, they don’t actually get as hot as your conventional heaters’ (Male tenant, ST007).

Householders shifting from storage heaters (with or without supplementary heating) and electric hot water systems make adjustments that sometimes result in lowered awareness of their energy use and lead to high rates of electricity consumption.

‘The booster is brilliant. [...] if we’ve let the water get too cold. It takes less than an hour’ Couple (ST010).

There is a danger for ASWHPs to actually increase energy consumption (e.g. Winther & Wilhite, 2014) leading some researchers to conclude that depending on context, installation procedures and demographic factors, as well as variations in dwellings and the purposes they serve, a heat pump can be viewed as ‘a wolf in sheep’s clothing’ (Christensen et al., 2011). However one potential counteraction to increased electricity consumption following installation of heat pumps in dwellings previously fitted with electric night storage heating are changes to the use of supplementary heating. Some householders discontinued supplementary heating altogether—

‘I don’t use that [electric fire] now... I used to when I had the storage heaters though’ (Male tenant, ST011).

In this case a once desirable resource is dispensed with and another practice – that of relying on the ASWHP for thermal comfort is configured. However, this energy saving effect is not universal as others are more reluctant to depend solely on ASWHP

‘I was thinking about getting one of those gas ones, just in case [...] I used to have a one but got rid of it. I wish I’d never have done now’ (Male tenant, DC032). In this case an old resource and associated practice is resurrected out of apprehension about the new technology.

**Learning New Practices**

In some cases, householders found their potential to engage in the rearrangement of practices disrupted by existing desires, understandings and routines that were able to change only incrementally, if at all. For others, the perceived technological intricacies of the ASWHP and uncertainties about who would manage the technology and ensure that their needs were met led to feelings of resistance and alienation. In other cases, however, we found that the arrival of new technologies was welcomed and existing practices were either able to encompass the new technology and the forms of heat and hot water it provided, or rapidly reconfigured in order to do so.

Constructing a satisfactory fit between established practices and emerging ones...
comes more easily to some householders and in relation to certain practices. For example, the fact that the ASWHP generates a different kind of heat to her old system led one woman to declare: 'I'm glad I've got it in now because it dries the washing beautifully' (Female tenant, ST005). Hot water provision is considered the least problematic change. Householders judge the service provided by the ASWHP to be equivalent or better than previous systems. Overall, hot water practices remained largely unchanged mainly because the new system meets users’ expectations and exerts no adaptive pressure.

There is little evidence of changes in established ventilation practices following the installation of the ASWHP. Householders with a declared long standing liking for ‘fresh air’ continued to leave windows open through the day, and sometimes overnight, while keeping the heating on. One householder abandoned open windows as a solution to over-heating because the lower-running temperature of the ASWHP resolved the problem.

Many tenants felt disempowered by their landlords’ decision to introduce the new heating and water heating technology and did not know how to adjust household practices accordingly. Some were afraid of the ASWHP and tried to distance themselves from it while living apprehensively with the unavoidable consequences of its presence. Interviews demonstrate feelings of alienation to be more or less extreme according to age, gender, experience and single occupancy. The most alienated and troubled users in our sample are elderly women, living alone who regarded themselves as technologically ignorant, although problems are not restricted to these users.

Enabling Changes to Energy Provision through Intermediaries
As well as landlords, installers and suppliers are implicated in fostering forms of inertia that countervail the technological innovation. They fail to enact their necessary new role as effective innovation intermediaries (Bessant & Rush, 1995; Howells, 2006) between users and the new technology, specifically user side intermediaries (Stewart & Hyysalo, 2008). Users receive insufficient explanation and interpretation of the ASWHP and lack post-installation advice and oversight. Better follow up services tailored to the specific user groups could enable installers to also act as intermediaries between housing tenants and landlord. The latter are not as familiar with or well informed about ASWHP performance as installers. Whilst installers are in the best position to assist tenants to make the transition to a new technology with a user interface that appears complex to people with low levels of technical know-how, the interview data suggests they may lack the capacity—necessitating changes to the way heat pump retrofit projects are formulated and implemented.

There is scope for considering new business models for the provision of low carbon energy systems, for example one where ‘servicing’ a heating system was not focused on the technology (e.g. the boiler) but instead ‘practice’ (e.g. of comfort), giving hands on advice and passing on know-how, in a way that was regularly repeated. It might also suggest new roles for practice intermediaries in the domestic provision and use of energy services, such as in this case in social housing; this represents a new or extended intermediary role for landlords, focusing on enactment. A subset of user side innovation intermediaries, practice intermediaries seek to engage with users to assemble elements and linkages to configure usage of the ASWHP.
and associated practices, and facilitate recruitment to new forms of practice in relation to the use of energy through, for example, peer-to-peer learning between different housing developments which have ‘lived through’ ASWHPs, to hands on demonstrations of how such technologies work within the context of ordinary homes and everyday routines. The importance of learning through peer-to-peer interaction is recognised by Heiskanen et al. (2014), as is online advice and peer support (Hyysalo et al., 2013b), in appropriating heat pumps. Similar arguments have been made under the concept of ‘local experts’ (Stewart, 2007) and user side innovation intermediaries regarding ICT use. Rather than regarding users as simply passive adopters of new technologies, such approaches would recognise the vital work that users perform in maintaining and transforming energy systems, and a basis through which to engage households in new ways of thinking about and ‘doing’ energy use.

The domestication of an ‘all electric’ system of provision involves configuring infrastructure, bureaucracies, manufacturers, installers and service providers together with householders’ routines, competencies and knowledge, acquired and transacted within their social groups and entrenched in everyday life (Elzen et al., 2004). Additionally, we must integrate an understanding of things as active ‘participants’ in social worlds in order to understand the impact of low carbon technologies on energy systems.

Conclusion

The preceding analysis raises several key points for understanding how novel low carbon thermal technologies become integrated into households everyday life, and implications for changing practices, and systems of provision. From installation and study of household practices for a short period after, this study makes visible various practices of integrating technology as part of everyday life, providing insight into the details of installation and use. It reveals the constellation of different actors and diverse interests required to make ASWHPs effective. This perspective is critical for the UK where housing and energy are separately organised and structured, without integrated policy contexts (e.g. of municipal ownership of both housing and energy systems when fuel is paid for through rent) that exist in other locations where heat pumps are widely adopted.

Rather than being a straightforward matter of the insertion of technologies within domestic spaces, we have argued that understanding the roll out of new low carbon technologies needs to be couched in an understanding of how such systems are co-constituted in the interrelation between the provision of energy services and user practices. A newly installed domestic heat pump stands at the interface between new and old practices and wider systems of provision, which include energy infrastructure and housing providers. While the sample included in this study may have experienced particular challenges, given their socio-demographic background and their position as tenants in social housing with implications for engagement with the technology, these findings accord with the results of other studies which have found that ASWHPs do not always perform as expected. ASWHPs are taken up within existing social relations and everyday practices, such that rather than being adopted in the manner by which designers intend, they are assimilated within the particular socio-technical contexts. Far from being a universal solution, ASWHP introduce considerable disjunction in systems of provision in the UK. Our results demonstrate that it is insufficient to ‘roll
out’ technologies without considering the distributed relationships involved, and the need for local configuration of multiple logics.

The challenge involved in reconfiguring systems of provision and re-ordering practices is further illustrated by the complexity of relations involved between tenants, social housing landlords, suppliers, installers and electricity providers. Emerging from the context of these changing systems of provision and new forms of sustainable practice is a need for user-side intermediaries—to bring together the social and the technical. The severe paucity of information and coaching in the use of ASWHP indicates a role for different forms of intermediaries: whether to provide user-side support to recruit occupants to new practices, installer training on engaging with users, and chains of support from manufacturers.

Although the number of households may be a limitation of the study, results suggest that the social response to ASWHPs is far from homogenous, varies considerably even within similar socio-demographic and housing tenure contexts, and are shaped by the legacies of the systems of provision that are removed to make way for ASWHPs and the forms of everyday practices within which these technologies and the services they provide are enrolled.

The findings of this study are particularly important in a context where significant emphasis is being placed on the potential of new domestic technologies to advance a low carbon transition. Effective strategies to encourage integration of heat pumps requires policy-makers be informed by improved understanding of how they become embedded within existing thermal systems and practices. Current models of deployment tend to assume that, provided with basic information, users will come to learn how to use new technologies efficiently. This study suggests that this is not the case. Instead the desires, understandings, routines, and other ingredients that go to make up the practices of comfort, cleanliness, drying laundry and so on within which the provision of domestic heat and hot water are located are critical in shaping the process of domestication and the extent to which new technologies can play the role envisaged by their designers.

In working towards broadening the uptake of ASWHPs, these findings point to the importance of attending to how new domestic technologies can be more productively introduced and interwoven into household practices. A better system of provision is required if ASWHPs are to be welcomed as an advancement in the provision of heating and hot water for social housing and their reputation is to be enhanced.
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Notes

1 The Coefficient of Performance (COP) is the ratio of heat output to electrical input for the technology, a measure of energy efficiency. A higher COP denotes higher efficiency. An alternative standard of performance, the Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) is a measure of seasonal efficiency, which is defined as the useful thermal energy delivered over the year divided by the electricity input over a year, and may be a more realistic measure. This is typically lower than the COP measured at any one point in time.

2 Further details of the technologies trialled is provided on the CLNR website at http://www.networkrevolution.co.uk.
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